The Active Materiality of Obsidian

How can we move away from assumptions conditioned by modern values of efficiency and contemporary understandings of the properties of materials? This talk, part of a consideration of geologic materials that entered into relationships with humans between 1500 BCE and 1200 CE in Caribbean Honduras, takes up this question in respect to obsidian. It reconsiders how obsidian manifests today to archaeologists, and the degree to which it may have presented itself differently to people in the area before 900 BCE when local sources came into use. Drawing on compositional analyses, geologic survey, ethnographic perspectives, and new materialist approaches, it examines volcanic glass in ancient Honduras as a material whose boundaries and properties were different from those highlighted by archaeologists, and considers the implications for understanding technological innovations in this region.

Please join us for a drink in the Institute Common Room directly following the lecture.
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For more information please contact Courtney Nimura at courtney.nimura@arch.ox.ac.uk